INDUSTRY SPECIFIC SERVICES (City / Shire / Council)

Our past 15 years has seen us perform over 500,000 analytical graffiti reads of all manner of graffiti type from standard child
like scrawls through to highly evolved jigsaws through to the more difficult Sureños gang graffiti from our various city clients
through Southern California.
We have walked and travelled over 200,000 kilometres over our 63 rail network or whole of City field audits. Our extensive
experience in the industry ranging from 8 years in doing commercial and whole city removals through to creation of various
coatings gives us solid industry experience and knowledge from many areas of the issue of graffiti control and abatement.
We feel our research of over 40 functioning City graffiti programs both locally and abroad over the past 15 years along with
the dozens of formal and informal interviews with offenders over the past 10 years has given us perspective and knowledge
not typical of any other entity.
Our absolute drive and determination will be mentioned to those who want change and realise the waste to local tax payers.
Our methodology, our proven track record and our broad knowledge in database design, analysis works, community liaison,
equipment design and manufacture through to full implementation of reduction programs puts any city large or small in solid
stead to enjoy what others do.
We feel that cities who recognise that actual graffiti reduction takes a complete set of tools and not just a shiny new
database or a scattering of graffiti kits through out the community.
We are about an absolute reversal of the problem from the source with your Police fully on board and engaged at every
level.
No waste, no added expense and with a target of 50% reduction being something to be possible at bare minimum.

Our agents and consults are available both locally and abroad regardless of size or location.

